RANCHO CALIFORNIA ZONING AREA
SEC.2, T. 8 S., R.2 W., S.B.B.& M.

LEGAL

R-A-2

PARCEL 3 OF PARCEL MAP 32884.
AS SHOWN BY DEED ON FILE IN
BOOK 183 OF MAPS, PAGE 27-78
RECORDER OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY.

LEGEND

R-A-2
RESIDENTIAL, AGRICULTURAL
TWO ACRE MIN. LOT AREA
MAP NO. 2.2297

CHANGE OF OFFICIAL ZONING PLAN
AMENDING
MAP NO. 2, ORDINANCE NO. 348

CHANGE OF ZONE CASE NO. 7492
ADOPTED BY ORDINANCE NO. 348.4625
NOVEMBER 25, 2008
RIVERSIDE COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS